
 

 

   INFORMATION FOR USERS      EN 
 

Product:  Chef’s jacket, smocks, shirts, mantles, trousers  

Material:   100 % Cotton  

Related documents:  

¶ Regulation (EU) 2016/425. 

¶ EN ISO 13688:2013 Protective clothing ï General requirements. 

Purpose of using: The garments fulfil the general requirements EN ISO 13688 and purpose of using as user 

protection against dust, spotting and surface-active mechanical effects, without claim on higher protective function 

ï personal protective agent of simple construction. The garment is worn as an outer garment. It is also necessary 

to avoid excessive mechanical damage (tearing, ripping etc.). 

The material is suitable for health and meets the requirements of norm ĻSN P ENV 14237:2003. 

User warning: When the determined purpose of using is consequently observed, there is no risk, which could 

threaten userôs health (the product mustnôt be used under circumstances that require another type of protective 

functions, e.g. protection against thermal, chemical risk, catching by moving machine parts etc.) strongly polluted, 

perforated, ragged or in other way damaged garment doesnôt fulfil the described protection and itôs necessary to 

fix or discard it. Life expectancy of 2 years. 

Wash before first use. 

Sizes: marked by pictogram with numeric code of size.  

 

 

Marking:  by sewn label with manufacturer identification, size, material structure and caregiving symbols 

according to EN ISO 3758:2012. 

All these products are marked by graphic symbol CE. 

Stocking: in dry, dark and extract environment within 10-30 ÁC. 

Packing, transport: in closed transparent PE covers. 

Dispose: Dispose of product according to the law of waste. 

Maintenance:  

washing by hand or in washing machine, normal mechanical effect, rinsing and centrifuging, bath temperature 

maximum 95 ÁC, permitting the use of all oxidation whiteners, no drying in drum dryer, ironing up to maximum 

200 ÁC, as cleaner itôs possible to use the tetrachloroethane (PEN), petrol, usual procedures without limits. 

Abide by the pictographs and instructions on the labels for maintenance attached to the clothing.  

 

 
Example of garment-plate: 

Product title 

Product code 

Category, mark CE consistent with NV 

Material structure 

Year of production 

Maintenance symbols                                                                   

Size, pictogram of sizes 

3 (2) kinds of size 

notice on the necessity to read the instructions for use 

Manufacturer identification 

LOT 
 

 
 

The Declaration of Conformity can be found here: www.canis.cz; for individual 

products, in the bar "Documents to download". 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Manufacturer:    Contact address: PodŊbradsk§ 260/59, HloubŊt²n, 198 00 Praha 9, Czech Republic              

 

 

ARTUR

1150 014 100 58

CAT: I
100%bavlna Å 100%baweğna Å 

100%cotton
Materi§l je vhodnĨ do zdravotnictv² a 

splŔuje poģadavky normy ĻSN P ENV 

14237 Å Materi§l je vhodnĨ do 

zdravotn²ctva a spŌŔa poģiadavky normy 

ĻSN P ENV 14237 Å The material is 

suitable for health and meets the 

requirements of norm ĻSN P ENV 14237 

Å Materiağ nadaje siň do ochrony zdrowia 

I.: 182 cm

II.: 100 - 104 cm

BARCODE for 1 pc

order number


